CLOUD experiments and climate science

Fig. 9: Model drawing of CLOUD in the T11 zone at the CERN Proton Synchrotron after completion of the
East Area renovation, 2019–2020. The improved space for sampling instruments can be seen on the green-shaded
section of the platform. A major re-configuration of the control room, chemistry lab, gas system and other CLOUD
facility systems will take place after LS2 to benefit from the improved space around CLOUD.

Neil M. Donahue
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COSMIC RAY RUN, 2019

The CLOUD collaboration

5.1 CLOUD14 cosmic ray run request, 16 September – 25 November 2019

The CLOUD14 ‘CLOUDy’ run is planned for 16 September – 25 November 2019, using cosmic rays (no
East Area beams during LS2, 2019–2020)—a 9-week data period in total. The aims of the CLOUD14
run are as follows:

CERN SPSC June 2019

1. Activation properties of secondary aerosol for cloud droplets and ice particles: Aerosol particles will be nucleated and grown in the CLOUD chamber from vapours under various conditions
(chemical species, relative humidity, temperature, and ion concentrations). A wide range of secondary aerosol will be investigated (inorganic, pure biogenic, multicomponent, marine, and urban).
The cloud activation properties will be investigated for liquid droplets (cloud condensation nuclei,
CCN) and ice particles (ice nuclei, IN).

Essential climate energy balance driven by Sun: S = 340 W m−2
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If Earth were a black, infinitely conducting sphere, P = σ T 4
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But Earth’s albedo is A = 0.3 in the visible, so P = S (1 − A)
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Though it is black (but not perfectly conducting) in the infrared
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Power Density: dP/dlog 8 (W m /decade)
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Greenhouse effect (IR radiative transfer) holds at optical depth 1 (4.5 km).
Lapse rate (Γ ' −6 K / km) raises surface back to about 285 K.
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Albedo (A) is (almost) the only variable in the fundamental balance

T =

S (1 − A)
σ

!1/4

;

∂T
−0.9 K
=
∂A
0.01

Cloud cover is about 0.7, A = 0.30; Cloud reflectivity . 0.5.
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Climate change starts with black-body climate sensitivity, λ0
ΔF

ΔTo= λoΔF

ΔTo

ΔF

ΔT= λoΔF

ΔT

ci ΔT
λ0 = 0.31
K / W-m−2

[Seinfeld, AIChEJ, 2011]
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But there are feedbacks fi = ciλ0 with gain G in a “control loop”
ΔF

ΔTo= λoΔF

ΔTo

ΔF
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ΔT

ci ΔT

λ = G λ0 ;

G=
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1−
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[Seinfeld, AIChEJ, 2011]
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Water vapor is the largest feedback (hot air holds more water)
ΔF
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[Seinfeld, AIChEJ, 2011]
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The next feedback is ice albedo (snow is white, water is dark)
ΔF
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[Seinfeld, AIChEJ, 2011]
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Lapse-rate feedback is negative (more warming in upper troposphere)
ΔF
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[Seinfeld, AIChEJ, 2011]
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These three are well understood, significantly increase sensitivity
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[Seinfeld, AIChEJ, 2011]
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Cloud feedbacks are probably positive, but highly uncertain
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Giving an uncertain climate sensitivity more than doubling black-body
ΔF
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[Seinfeld, AIChEJ, 2011]
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If the feedback

P

f > 1, bad stuff happens
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Long ago, Venus had an ocean; S grew; fwater vapor increases with T

Earth is not under threat of a runaway greenhouse; I grew up with this ...
Long ago is 4 BY for Venus; it is 1750 for Earth ...
[Donahue, et al., Science, 1982]
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Most climate uncertainties have to do with clouds and particles

a) Direct effect
solar
radiation

b) Semi-direct effects

c) Cloud albedo

terrestrial
radiation

d) Cloud lifetime

glaciation

cloud-processed cloud depth
aerosols
liquid water path

precipitation

Radiative Forcing (RFari)

Cloud adjustments to ari

Effective Radiative Forcing from
aerosol-radiation interactions (ERFari)

Radiative Forcing (RFaci)

Cloud adjustments to aci

Effective Radiative Forcing from
aerosol-cloud interactions (ERFaci)

Fig. 4: Effective radiative forcings (ERF) from changes in atmospheric aerosol: a–b) aerosol-radiation interactions
(ari) and c–d) aerosol-cloud interactions (aci). The ERF include rapid but poorly-understood ‘cloud adjustments’
in response to aerosol changes (b and d) . Adapted from Fig. 7.3 of the IPCC 5th Assessment Report [69].

research effort. Indeed, forty years ago, the seminal 1979 Charney report of the US National Academy
of Sciences estimated the same value for Earth’s climate sensitivity, namely 3 C for a doubling of CO2 ,
with an uncertainty between 1.5 C and 4.5 C [17].

[IPCC]

2.2 Human health
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CLOUD is unique and it has transformed atmospheric nucleation

[Kirkby et al., Nature, 2011; Almeida et al., Nature, 2013; Schobesberger et al., PNAS, 2013;
Riccobono et al., Science, 2014; Kurten et al., PNAS, 2014; Kirkby et al., Nature; 2016; Tröstl et
al., Nature, 2016; Dunne et al., Science, 2016; Gordon et al., PNAS 2016; Lehtipalo et al., Nature
Comm., 2016; Stolzenburg et al., PNAS, 2018; Lehtipalo et al., Science Adv., 2018]
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CMU FIGAERO CIMS measures particle composition at 1 ng m−3

Successful runs require incredible logistics and planning.
A full-time run co-ordinator at CERN who understands the research is essential.
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Unique features of CLOUD
• Ionization through tropospheric range via the beam:
Neutral, surface cosmic rays, upper troposphere.
• Extraordinary (measured) purity through and below atmospheric levels:
H2SO4 < 104 cm−3, NH3 < 10 pptv.
• Temperature through tropospheric range:
225 K – 315 K.
• Wall condensation sink like ambient particles:
About 10 min, varies with mixing fan.
• Controlled illumination:
UV, vis (multiple LEDs, excimer laser, arc lamps ...)
• Co-ordinated suite of instruments beyond state of the art:
Particles 1 - 1000 nm, vapor composition, particle composition, radicals.
• The team:
World leading collaboration members, CERN know-how.
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Particles must grow or die by collision with larger particles
Condensation sink ~ 10/hr for condensible gases
0.2/hr
10/hr
1.2/hr

5/hr
3.5/hr

?

1.2 nm
4 molecules

1.5 nm
8 molecules

3 nm
64 molecules

10 nm
2400 molecules

Nucleation is at about 1 nm, climate effects start at 50-100 nm.

[Donahue et al., Faraday Discussions, 2013]
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Figure 3 | Pure biogenic nucleation rates versus HOM concentration.
Neutral (Jn; circles) and GCR (Jgcr; triangles) nucleation rates versus
total HOMs concentration (RO2· + E1 + E2). The fraction of total HOMs
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Real-world (boreal) “soup” has a recipe (composition matters)

We

Fig. 1: Simulation of boreal forest new particle formation in the CLOUD chamber: Negatively-charged
ions and molecular clusters during new particle formation events measured a) in the CLOUD chamber and b) in
the boreal forest at Hyytiälä, Finland. The x axis shows the cluster mass, and the y axis shows the mass defect
can(difference
distribute
the organics
(HOMs)
a volatility
space
Basis
of the cluster
mass from integer
mass). Eachin
circle
represents a distinct
ion or(Volatility
charged molecular
cluster,Set).
and the diameter corresponds to the signal intensity on a logarithmic scale. The CLOUD data are averaged over
several experiments with 106 –107 cm 3 H2 SO4 , 1 ppbv NOx, 200–500 pptv NH3 , 600 pptv monoterpenes, and
40 ppbv ozone, at 38% relative humidity and 278 K. The colours indicate the molecular composition of the ions and
clusters: pure sulphuric acid and SO5 (red), H2 SO4 -NH3 -HSO4 (cyan),[Lehtipalo
HOM-NO3 (dark
organonitrateet green),
al., Science
Adv., 2018]
NO3 (light green), HOM-HSO4 (light brown), and organonitrate-HSO4 (dark brown). The pie charts indicate
the relative amounts of all identified species, excluding the pure S–O species. With a multicomponent mixture of 23

Growth by organics has palette of volatilities (chemistry, T, ...)

Fig. 2: Modelled
and measured growth
grow rates of vs
biogenic
particles:
Examples of modelledfrom
and measured
CMU VBS model
reproduces
size
quantitatively
248growth
to 290 K
rates of biogenic particles versus size for 3 experiments at a) +25 C, b) +5 C and c) -25 C. The experiments are
at made under comparable conditions for reaction rates of ↵-pinene ozonolysis [(1.8 ± 0.5)106 cm 3 s 1 ]. The
data points show growth rates measured by the DMA-train (red) and PSM/NAIS/nano-SMPS (blue) instruments.
The modelled contributions from highly oxygenated organic molecules (HOMs) to[Stolzenburg
the growth rates are indicated
et al.,
by the green bands. The contributions are directly derived from gas-phase HOM measurements, without any ad?
justments. The HOMs are binned according to their saturation mass concentrations, log(C300K
[µg m3 ]). The
HOM volatilities are calculated from the measured atomic and molecular compositions and are experimentally

PNAS, 2018]
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CMU FIGAERO probes biogenic composition in nucleated particles

dV/dlogdmob (nm3)

(b)

dN/dlogdmob

(a)

(c)

[Q. Ye et al. ES&T, submitted]
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Measured composition and volatility distribution = gas-phase + model
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[Q. Ye et al. ES&T, submitted]
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Fig. 4. (A) Distribution of cloud albedo radiative forcing, including pure biogenic
nucleation and (B) change to this distribution when pure biogenic nucleation is
included in the model. EQ, Equator; GM, Greenwich Meridian; RF, radiative forcing.

Indirect forcing (now-preindustrial) −0.82 W m−2 without biogenics

[Gordon et al., PNAS, 2016]
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Fig. 4. (A) Distribution of cloud albedo radiative forcing, including pure biogenic
nucleation and (B) change to this distribution when pure biogenic nucleation is
included in the model. EQ, Equator; GM, Greenwich Meridian; RF, radiative forcing.

Adding pure biogenics shifts by +0.22 W m−2 (27% less cooling)

[Gordon et al., PNAS, 2016]
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CLOUD has 3 key experimental objectives during the next 10 years
1. Climate change.
2. Cosmic-ray-climate mechanism.
3. Urban particle pollution.

CLOUD has multi-scale modeling objectives
1. Aerosol-cloud interactions: cloud adjustments.
2. Cloud resolving models with explicit microphysics at 10-m scale:
– Global models have 100 km resolution; cannot resolve clouds.
3. Effects of charge on cloud microphysics.
4. Aerosol formation in highly polluted environments.
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CERN CLOUD team
Responsible
for:
The•CERN
CLOUD
team is vital

‣ Maintaining and developing the CLOUD
facility and infrastructure:
• Responsibilities:
✦ Chamber, thermal system, HV, fans,
– Maintaining
developing
the CLOUD
lightand
sources,
sampling
probes facility and infrastructure
· chamber,
thermal system, HV, fans,
✦ Gas, humidity & cryogenic systems
· light sources, sampling probes,
✦ DAQ &
& cryogenic
slow control
systems
· gas, humidity
systems,
· DAQ &
systems
✦ slow
T11control
experimental
zone, beam &
· T11 experimental
safety zone, beam & safety
‣ Overall coordination of CLOUD
– Overall coordination of CLOUD
(spokesperson, technical coordinator,
· spokesperson,
resources
coordinator, run coordinator,
· technical
coordinator,
DAQ coordinator,
coordinator)
· resources
· run
coordinator,
Small
team so each individual is critical
· DAQ coordinator
CLOUD collaboration thanks CERN for
supporting CLOUD with an applied fellows
position for CLOUD run coordinator, and
• Small team so each individual is critical.
requests continued support for a CLOUD
run coordinator after the end of the present
contract (Dec 2019)

•
•

1

• The CLOUD collaboration thanks CERN for supporting CLOUD with an applied fellows position
for CLOUD run coordinator, and requests continued support for a CLOUD run coordinator after
the end of the present contract (December 2019).
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CLOUD is uniquely poised to discover new science
• Charge enhancement of cloud and ice nucleation, including glassy SOA.
CLOUD-14; Fall 2019
• East Area Upgrade - CLOUD CERN team busy reconfiguring in T11.
Fall 2020
• Nitric acid and new-particle formation (low T, low condensation sink).
CLOUD-15; Fall 2021
• Pre-industrial continental new-particle formation (organic interactions, charge).
CLOUD-16; Fall 2022
• Urban megacity conditions (high nitric acid, amines, condensation sink).
CLOUD-17; Fall 2023
• Chemistry in growing particles, cloud microphysics.
CLOUD-18; Fall 2024
• Marine new-particle formation (iodine, dimethyl sulfide, low condensation sink).
CLOUD-19; Fall 2025
• Free troposphere new-particle formation (low T, variable RH, high ions).
CLOUD-20; Fall 2026
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